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MORE INFO

WELCOME
RACT INSURANCE

We are proud to continue to support the Netball Tasmania State League
for the upcoming 2022 season. 

Netball is the longest running State league of any sport in Tasmania and
is one of our most popular women’s sports, bringing together our
community in a competitive and engaging way. 

As Tasmania’s leading and 100% locally owned and located insurance
business, we know first-hand how sport can unite our communities.

We are looking forward to a big 2022 season, where we can all watch
and enjoy our state’s finest battle it out again this year. 
On behalf of everyone at RACT, I would like to wish the players and
everyone involved the best of luck for the 2022 RACT Insurance League
Tournament. 

Mark Mugnaioni, Group CEO
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NETBALL TASMANIA

Thank you to all RACTI TNL participants
and officials for the efforts put forward to
hold a successful, largely unimpacted by
covid season in 2021, which saw Devon
(19&U) and Cavaliers (Open) prevail after 18
games and a three-week finals series. 

Outside of TNL, it's a busy year for netball
in the state, with Hobart playing host to
the National Netball Championships in
April for the countries best 17&U and 19&U
talent looking to make their mark in the
sport.  Two SSN fixtures will be held in
Hobart and Launceston in May featuring
Collingwood Magpies at their Tasmanian
home, against Firebirds and Giants
respectively. 

Welcome to all of the new members of the
competition, and welcome back all
returning athletes and officials. We wish
everyone the very best for the year. 

CONTACT US
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THE TEAM

@netballtas

/netball.tasmania

enquiries@tasnetball.org.au

Mitch
Coulson

Chief
Executive

Officer

Jo Marsh
Performance Pathway Manager

joanne.marsh@tasnetball.org.au

Kirstin Palfrey
Media and Events Manager

kirstin.palfrey@tasnetball.org.au

Anna Kingston
Sports Services Manager

anna.kingston@tasnetball.org.au

Mackenzie Queen
Game Development Manager

mackenzie.queen@tasnetball.org.au

https://www.facebook.com/devontnl
https://www.instagram.com/devon_tnl/


NETBALL TASMANIA

Netball Tasmania is proud to promote, support and raise awareness for various
organisations and causes. The 2022 Season will see four specialty round held at TNL
level.
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SPECIALTY ROUNDS

SAAM 
Round 4  |  Friday 1st April
To kick off Sexual Assault Awareness Month, TNL
turns teal to show support for victims of sexual
assault. 

INDIGENOUS 
Round 8 | Saturday 7th May
Netball Tasmania is committed to promoting
greater awareness of and learning about our
shared histories, cultures and achievements. 

PRIDE
Round 13 & 14  |  Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th June
2022 marks the inaugural Pride Round, and is designed to
celebrate diversity and inclusion within the game and the
community. 

STAY CHATTY
Round 19 | Friday 8th and Saturday 9th July
Held annually to promote the importance of positive
mental health in sport, TNL turns red and blue. Kingston
and Karana play off for the Stay Chatty Shield. 



AYC FRIENDS TOYOTA

ARROWS
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

Arrows 19 & under selections were
held early November with 10 players
selected. We have seven players
returning from season 2021 and we
welcome 3 new players to our team.  
Emily Klaffer and Tahlia Williams
both AYC junior player and Laura
Scott from Palena 17’s. The team had
three pre season trainings with our
Open team before Christmas and all
players enjoyed working out
together.

As part of our pre season training all
players were sent a weekly fitness
home program and each exercise/
activity each had a certain amount
of points you could earn for
completing each exercise, Points are
tallied and it kept all players
accountable and supportive of team
mates. It has also encouraged good
leadership qualities.

The team has been training hard
since we started back after
Christmas.  Our early sessions were
fitness focused with footwork and
passing when fatigued as the focal
point. Over the last few weeks our
focus points have been first ball
contest, dictating play and denying
the attacker space.  
Clair and I have now started to work
on area specific and the
understanding of how to play their
position and what will be our focus
throughout the season.

Over the coming weeks we will start
to work more on our game style and
match play will be valuable. With the
experience of last year’s players and
our three new players I am very
much looking forward to seeing
what this season may offer.

Marsha Batchelor 19’s Head Coach

Arrows Open will be looking to get off to a
strong start to their 2022 campaign.  Our
greater depth for all positions throughout the
court will provide ample variations to contest all
opponents. We have the right balance of
talented youth & outstanding experience giving
us our strongest chance in recent years to hold
up the Cup at season end.

The big out of the season of Hayley Sansom due
to her exciting pregnancy announcement, will
be ably covered by our two new outstanding
recruits Dani Laugher & Jess Earney.

The Gough name will be responsible for many a
headache for the opposition shooters this year
with the fearless AJ returning to the fold
alongside eternal high level competitor Zoe
Gough. Together with quick and versatile
defender Maya Gough and Alanna Cooper a
fantastic athlete that contributes until match
end, our defensive unit is committed to starving
our opponents of ball possession this year.

The mid court sees Isabelle Burden make her
break into the seniors. Jordi Smith takes the
step up from 19’s and is looking to cement
herself in the midcourt. We are super excited to
have Kate Marr re-join the playing group. Kate
has not missed a beat and her endurance,
fitness and flair will see her hustle and gain vital
ball for us again this season.

We are spoilt for choice with our Goalie group. 
 Lead by the ever-positive athlete Sophie Gunn,
the determination of this tight group has been
evident in the off season while they worked
tirelessly on their shooting range, accuracy, and
fitness. The quality and creativity of Dani
Laugher and the strength and power of Jess
Earney alongside the finesse and finish of Clair
Jones together with the poise and % of Sophie
Gunn this group is sure to provide a dynamic
shooting display.
 
Sonja Fletcher will be embracing all that comes
with her new role as Head Coach and this
season will enjoy the support of Assistant
Coaches Hayley Sansom and Kate Prins who will
no doubt be hungry for success.



O P E N

Kate Prins
Asst. Coach

Sonja Fletcher
Head Coach

Hayley Sansom
Asst. Coach

Joy Costelloe
Manager

Alanna Cooper
30/01/01   |   179cm

WD  GD  GK

Maya Gough
30/09/99   |   183cm

GK  GD

Zoe Gough
18/11/95   |   180cm

GK  GD

Adriana Angerstein
27/08/93  |  181cm

GD  WD  C

Isabelle Burden
11/02/02  |   163cm

C  WA  WD

Kate Marr
17/06/91  |   177cm

WD  GD  C

Jordi Smith
15/06/02  |   180cm

C  WA  WD

Jess Earney
13/08/02  |  177cm

GA  GS

Sophie Gunn
11/10/93   |  189cm

GS

Clair Jones
6/10/90   |  174cm

GA  GS  WA

Dani Laugher 
13/01/02   |  183cm

GA  WA GS



1 9 & U

Clair Jones
Asst. Coach

Marsha Batchelor
Head Coach

Lynne Sayer
Manager

Ruby Eastwood
2/07/04   |   172cm

GK  GD  WD

Anna Gatehouse
24/05/04   |   182cm

GK  GD

Laura Scott
5/03/06   |   174cm

GD  GK  WD

Paige Carr
8/10/05  |  171cm

C  WD  WA

Emily Klaffer
20/06/03  |   173cm

WD  GD  GK

Hannah Maw
5/05/04  |   162cm

C  WA

Maya Stubbs
10/07/04  |   165cm

WA  C  WD

Georgia Rogers
2/08/04   |  175cm

GS  GA

Holly Thomas
25/12/05   |  163cm

GA  GS  WA

Tahlia Williams
16/07/04   |  175cm

GS  GA WA



F45
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

The Cavs 19&U were extremely unlucky to
miss out on the grand final in 2021 after
being beaten by Kingston in the
preliminary final. With such a young team
the future would be looking bright and
after disappointment from the prelim loss,
they left the season feeling unfinished and
hungry– enter season 2022. 

This year new co-coaches, Lynda Colgrave
and Dannie Carstens will lead the side
after some excellent foundations built by
Katie O’Neill (now Opens assistant) and
Nicole Manshanden (relocated to QLD).
The experienced Carmel McGee will be
joining the team as 19’s manager. 

Annabelle Sanders will be the most
experienced athlete (centre court) back for
season 2022, her experience will be vital to
lead such a young and talented side. Ellie
Marshall (defensive mid), Ava Lockwood
(attacking mid), Hannah Crawford
(attacking mid) have all had a season
together and they are certainly looking
forward to going one better as a mid-court
group this year. Olive Morris (state
representative) will be leading the goal
circle with her experience alongside
Cavaliers Development Academy elevated
athletes in Paige O’Neill and Sophie
Brewer. 

Candice Archer moves across from
Northern Hawks to join Matilda Lenthall
(who has spent the last 18 months
recovering from knee injuries) in the
defensive circle. Eunice Kidmas will round
out the defensive end, she has proven in
season 2021 that she is one to watch! Sister
Esther Kidmas will be working hard on her
ACL rehab as a training partner.

Team In’s - Matilda Lenthall, Sophie
Brewer, Paige O’Neill, Candice Archer
Team Outs - Dani Laugher, Ella Griffin,
Rubi Healey, Sally Underhill, Erin Quillerat

The F45 Cavaliers finished their 2021
season with a grand final win. After a
successful season with only three
losses against cross town rivals, HIIT
Launceston Hawks, the group were
rewarded for their hard work and
commitment with the ultimate
prize.

The Cavs 2021 season focused on
building capacity, constant
improvement, a team first attitude
and straight up hard work. 2022 will
follow similar lines with a tough
preseason already under the belt
and players hungry for more
success. 

Leading the charge this year are
coaches Dan Roden and Katie
O'Neill. The new coaching
combination will continue to
challenge the group with a strong
focus on fitness and fundamentals.

The core playing group from 2021
remains relatively unchanged with
the most noticeable loss of goal
attack and former ANL player Zoe
Claridge to retirement. Entering the
goal circle in the GA bib will be
Deanna Wadley, who re-joins the
squad on a full-time basis, and Claire
Oakley, a current player for
Melbourne Uni in Victoria. Both will
be looking to make their mark
alongside shooting sensation Hayley
McDougall, who had stellar year
under the post in 2021. 

Dana Lester also returns to the
squad after missing a year through
injury. Dana was in career best form
in the GD bib in 2020 and the Cavs
are excited to have her back on
board for season 2022.



O P E N

Katie O'Neill
Asst. Coach

Dan Roden
Head Coach

Elizabeth Hawley
Manager

Shannae Heazlewood
8/06/99  |   176cm

WD  GD

Dana Lester
27/09/97   |   174cm

GD  WD  C

Estelle Margetts
26/03/94   |   180cm

GK  GD

Hannah Lenthall
21/05/02  |   178cm

WD  C

Shelby Miller
6/06/97  |   170cm

C  WA

Piper Sanders
2/03/01  |   178cm

C  WA

Hayley McDougall
17/04/01   |  190cm

GS  GA

Claire Oakley
5/04/03   |  187cm

GS GA

Deanna Wadley
22/11/97   |  177cm

GA WA



1 9 & U

Lynda Colgrave
Head Coach

Dannie Carstens
Head Coach

Carmel McGee
Manager

Candice Archer
27/02/03   |   183cm

GD  GK

Eunice Kidmas
26/07/05   |   180cm

GK  GD  WD

Matilda Lenthall
11/10/04   |   182cm

GK  GD

Hannah Crawford
29/02/04  |  171cm

WA  C

Ava Lockwood
21/08/05  |   166cm

WA  C  WD

Ellie Marshall
12/10/05  |   175cm

WD  C

Annabelle Sanders
3/05/03  |   166cm

C  WA

Sophie Brewer
29/05/07   |  175cm

GA  GS

Olive Morris
17/02/04   |  184cm

GA  GS

Paige O'Neill
5/07/07   |  180cm

GS  GA WA

Jacinta Simeoni
Appr Coach
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

After a break coaching in the Cripps
junior ranks, Fi Geappen will return to
coach at State league level taking on
the Cripps 19s in 2022, alongside
Assistant Amber Zielinski.
 
The Cripps 19s are a strong, skilful &
determined group who have narrowly
lost the Grand Final the last 2 season,
& with 6 players returning from this
team, they will be hungry to taste
some team success in 2022.  

Returning goalies Ash Turner &
Sophie Pidgeon have a fantastic
understanding in the circle & in
combination with dynamic mid court
Olivia Read they will continue to
provide headaches for any defensive
line. 

Chanelle Byers will again be a strong
driving force in the middle & Ella
Marsh will continue to provide great
leadership & control with her
excellent decision making. Alexia
Smith brings the x-factor to the
defence end with her athleticism &
ability to impact the game when
needed. 
 
In addition, three former Cripps junior
players are returning to the Club in
Georgia Pyke, Maddi Hay, & Amelia
McMahon. All three of these players
will bring experience & a level of
control into the Cripps mid & back
end. Bellah Parker is also a new
addition to the team for this season &
her power & athleticism will add a
different dynamic to the front end.
 
The versatility within this group of
players really does present their
coaches with a number of strong line-
up options which is an exciting
prospect for our Club this season & for
the future.

Cripps Waratah Open TNL team has seen
some change for 2022 as we strive to take
the next step and reach the Grand Final for
the first time since 2014. 

Hannah Vinen has been promoted from the
19&U program and provides depth and the
versatility from C back to GK. Jamie Symons
has joined the team following her return to
Hobart, bringing valuable premiership
experience to the program. The team will
also be looking for strong contributions off
the bench from a talented and experienced
19&U team, to ensure depth and the
capacity for fit for purpose line-ups. Aaron
Pidgeon returns to coach the team after a
lengthy hiatus, and Kirra Parsons will again
assist.

The back end remains strong and
experienced with Alex Vinen, Hannah
Navickas and Liv French, and will hopefully
provide headaches for opposing attacking
line-ups. Ash Probert-Hill and Sophie
Navickas will be looking to take their on-
court partnership to the next level providing
plenty of supply to the goalers, and
benefiting from the attack from the back
end of the midcourt driven by Hannah Vinen
and Jamie Symons. Grace Pullen and Katia
Howell will be given the green light in goals
and will look to generate extra volume
through greater supply and the experience
of a few years at Open level under their belt.

The Open team has been successful for
many years but must now find a way to take
a still young, but now experienced, group to
the next level and secure a Premiership. The
individual talent is clear, and we must now
find a way to turn that individual talent into
a consistently elite standard of team
performance. The Open competition in 2022
is shaping as a competitive one, and the
Cripps Waratah team will be looking to roll
out a new brand of netball as we try to find a
point of difference which can take us to the
next level.



O P E N

Kirra Parsons
Asst. Coach

Aaron Pidgeon
Head Coach

Deb Hill
Manager

Olivia French
24/01/95  |   179cm

GK  GD

Alex Vinen
29/03/99   |   181cm

GK  GD  WD

Hannah Vinen
4/04/02   |   176cm

GK  GD  WD

Hannah Navickas
11/12/01  |   180cm

WD  GD  GK

Sophie Navickas
15/12/97  |   174cm

C  WA

Ash Probert-Hill
1/01/00  |   174cm

C  WA

Jamie Symons
9/06/99   |  169cm

C  WD

Katia Howell
24/11/01   |  171cm

GA GS

Grace Pullen
14/04/03   |  183cm

GA GS



1 9 & U

Amber Zielinski
Asst. Coach

Fiona Geappen
Head Coach

Jo Marsh
Manager

Maddi Hay
12/02/03   |   180cm

GK  GD

Georgia Pyke
1/05/04   |   183cm

GK  GD

Alexia Smith
16/04/04   |   180cm

GD  WD

Chanelle Byers
13/08/04  |  175cm

WD  C  WA

Ella Marsh
25/03/03  |   175cm

WD  C  WA

Amelia McMahon
30/06/04  |   172cm

WD  C

Olivia Read
9/12/04  |   160cm

C  WA

Bellah Parker
11/12/05   |  171cm

GS  GA  WA

Sophie Pidgeon
17/09/04   |  179cm

GS  GA

Ash Turner
1/02/04   |  177cm

GA GS



COASTAL MOTORS
DEVON
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

After a successful 2021 season
where Devon 19s secured the
premiership, they are looking to go
back-to-back in season 2022.

There is a new combination to the
coaching and playing group this
season including 2021 Devon
Opens Best & Fairest and 2020 19s
Premiership Head Coach, Jamie
Easther, taking on the 19s Head
Coach role. She will be supported
by new-comer Samantha
McFadyen as the Assistant Coach
for 2022.

Returning to the 19s playing group
are goalies Tyrah Bacon and Mady
Dove. Their experience through the
19s program will be well supported
by rookie Eden Taylor who has
transitioned into the side through
the Burnie association pathway. 

The midcourt will see the
combination of Olivia Harman,
Makenzie Tyrrell, Chloe Birtwistle,
Elise Popowski and Felicity Elmer.
Chloe, Elise & Felicity look to put
their best foot forward after a
strong pre-season, while Olivia and
Makenzie will continue to tear
teams apart with their speed and
agility. 

Our premiership winning defensive
pair in Gemma Collyer and
Charlotte Walker both return to the
side, with the strong addition of
Ellie Roberts to the unit. The
experience of this defensive outfit
will take the whole team to a new
level in 2022. 

Devon Opens are hoping to
build on their 2021 5th ladder
placing, with a move into finals
contention in 2022.

Moreover, they will be hoping to
emulate the success of the U19s
Devon Champions with the
assistance of three players
elevated into the Opens from
that winning team: including the
U19 TNL MVP, and U19 TNL
Grandfinal MVP, Macy Goninon
and Grace Close respectively
rounded out with the smart
defensive play of U19's
Champions team member Eloise
Piper. 

As well as these three elevated
players Devon has recruited
some new faces in 2022: recruits
Makenzie Andersen - an
experienced defender, and Jane
Astbury and Phoebe Gilham-
Dawes - who each bring speed
and strength to Devon's mid
court. The five remaining players
continue their great form from
2021 - Emily Miles, Nicole Brown
and Jamie Easther with Lucy
Vercher and Hannah Lee
bringing their experience to bear
as co-captains once more in
2022. 

Helen Payne will be coaching
the Opens team this year, and
has high hopes for her team.

https://www.devonnetball.com.au/home-1


O P E N

Helen Payne
Head Coach

Meksha Dove
Manager

Lucy Vercher
4/10/94  |   180cm

GD  GK

Phoebe Dawes
13/02/95   |   169cm

C  WD  GD

Emily Miles
27/07/95  |   176cm

WA  C

Jane Astbury
3/04/97  |   168cm

WA  C

Hannah Lee
18/02/98  |   180cm

GS  GA

Jamie Easther
1/08/98  |   184cm

GS  GA  WA

Nicole Brown
18/02/01   |  165cm

C  WD

Macy Goninon
28/01/02   |  174cm

WA  C

Eloise Piper
28/10/03   |  178cm

WD  GD

Grace Close
10/07/02   |  180cm

GS  GA

Narelle Mitchell
Appr. Coach

Makenzie Andersen
21/09/00   |  176cm

GK  GD



1 9 & U

Samantha McFadyen
Asst. Coach

Jamie Easther
Head Coach

Leonie Ling
Manager

Olivia Harman
19/01/04   |   168cm

WA  C

Elise Popowski
25/02/04 |   170cm

WA  C  WD

Gemma Collyer
26/03/04   |   183cm

WD  GD

Mackenzie Tyrrell
30/05/04  |  180cm

C  WD

Chloe Birtwistle
2/12/04  |   170cm

C  WD

Tyrah Bacon
24/05/05  |   181cm

GS  GA

Madison Dove
9/12/05  |  174cm

GS  GA

Eden Taylor
31/01/06 |  186cm

GS 

Charlotte Walker
6/07/06  |  186cm

GD  GK

Rebekah Filleul
6/08/06  |  167cm

WA  C  WD

Ellie Roberts
27/09/06  |  178cm

WD  GD  GK



HIIT LAUNCESTON
HAWKS
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

Hawks Opens have set themselves up for one of their best
preseasons to date, with HIIT Launceston supporting the athletes
with their fitness goals. Hawks Opens uncompromising style of
play will see them create a resilient attack and continue to
produce turnovers in defence with their strength throughout the
court.

Ashlea Mawer has been one of the key players in Hawks attack,
offering a mobile target that is hard to stop and will be part of an
incredibly talented shooting line up. Kendall Jones has stepped up
as an Open player and has proved she can hold her own under
pressure situations. Danni Pickett is ready for the season ahead
and will make a welcomed return to the court. Courtney Treloar
has regained her momentum as a quality state league shooter
and will be well prepared for 2022 season.

Steph Walker will once again light up the midcourt with patience
and control, Lydia Coote will be preparing to have another solid
season as a consistent defensive player through the middle.
Preseason saw some key player movements with Hawks recruiting
Lynette Childs to take on a centre court role in the Opens. Lynette
has made the move from QLD after playing with Carina Tigers in
the Sapphire League and has made the transition to Hawks with
ease. The Opens have several options to swing into the midcourt
which gives them the depth and flexibility to counteract
opposition plays and deliver the ball in attack. 

Hawks Open defence outfit has been bolstered with new recruit
Monique Dufty joining the highly successful defensive unit.
Gemma Poke, Issy Maskell and Tessa Coote return and will provide
a robust backbone to the Opens defensive game. With an
abundance of experience and proficiency in the backline there will
be a lot to get excited about when the Hawks are out on court.

The Hawks Open line up is loaded with strong, resilient,
committed, and extraordinary group of athletes, they play with
heart and lead from the front. However the 2022 season pans out,
it is going to be a big one for the HIIT Launceston Hawks.



P R E V I E W
SEASON

HIIT Launceston Hawks are looking forward to taking part in the
2022 TNL season! With another year of uncertainty ahead, HIIT
Launceston Hawks are grateful for the opportunity to compete at
the highest level in Tasmania. With the need in the current DTE to
be flexible with planning and organisation, Hawks are ready to
take on the challenge of navigating their way to another final
series this year. 

Hawks 19U Team is brimming with young talent who have been
stepping up over preseason and making significant inroads with
their overall fitness. Their enthusiasm has given them the
motivation to immerse themselves fully into the training program
and are eager to improve at every opportunity.

Hawks 19U defenders Matilda Allen and Ava Gleeson return to
take up their posts in the circle. After proving they can take a ball
and apply pressure in the circle, this year they will have an
opportunity to consolidate their foundation and build a strong,
resilient defence unit. New recruit Lily Case will add another layer
of pressure and commitment to the contest that will enhance
Hawks 19U defensive circle’s energy and efficiency. 

Hawks 19U midcourt will be one to watch with returning players
Ella McArthur, Hannah Carr, Lily Humphreys, and Emily
Bowerman forming the basis of a dynamic and creative attack.
Rubi Healey joins this group adding a high level of defensive
power to the mix. Meg Felmingham an East Coast original, will
round out a solid fusion of speed and skill in the young Hawks
engine room. 

Two of Hawks 19U debutants Tunisha Kikoak and Mollie Poulton
will take up their positions in goals and are keen to have their first
taste of state league netball competition. Joining them will be
Sophie Blackberry, who will add some experience after some
court time in 2021. This newly formed shooting combination will
continue to develop over the season with all three shooters
bringing their own style and flair to the business end of the court.
Hawks 19U will be eager to continue to build trust amongst the
group and become a close, cohesive team as the season
progresses.



O P E N

Maddie Walker
Asst. Coach

Kellie Woolnough
Head Coach

Ann Pearce
Manager

Tessa Coote
29/01/95   |   176cm

GD  WD

Monique Dufty
24/04/03 |   187cm

GK  GD

Issy Maskell
3/12/97   |   177cm

GK  GD

Ash Mawer
4/12/95  |  189cm

GS  GA

Lydia Coote
5/09/97  |   174cm

WD  C

Kendall Jones
15/03/02  |   175cm

WA  GA

Steph Walker
15/12/93  |   165cm

C  WA

Lynette Childs
15/10/02 |  180cm

WD  C

Danni Pickett
13/01/94  |  184cm

GA  WA

Courtney Treloar
10/07/01  |  186cm

GS GA

Gemma Poke
14/07/95  |   187cm

GK GD



1 9 & U

Cameron Martin
Asst. Coach

Kellie Tahiri
Head Coach

Carmel Coote
Manager

Matilda Allen
22/07/05   |   182cm

GK  GD

Emily Bowerman
26/12/04 |   175cm

WD  GD

Lily Case
15/12/06   |   183cm

GK  GD

Sophie Blackberry
1/05/06  |  177cm

GA  GS

Meg Felmingham
8/12/04  |   172cm

WA  C

Rubi Healey
21/04/05  |   177cm

C  WD

Lily Humphreys
13/01/05  |   172cm

WD  C

Hannah Carr
23/02/05 |  163cm

C  WA

Tunisha Kikoak
12/06/05  |  182cm

GS  GA

Mollie Poulton
9/09/07  |  172cm

GS GA

Ava Gleeson
17/01/05  |   177cm

GK GD

Ella McArthur
29/01/05  |   170cm

WA  C  GA





KARANA
FLAMES

2 0 2 2

/Karana-Netball-Club-
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@karana_flames
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2021
Placings

Open
Seventh

19&U
Fifth

https://www.facebook.com/devontnl
https://www.instagram.com/devon_tnl/


P R E V I E W
SEASON

Karana Flames Opens sees an
entirely new team hit the court
in 2022 and we have been
working hard on building a
positive culture on and off the
court. 
 
Emma Clark is joined by Jess
Byers in goals with the duo
building an exciting
combination with Emma's
strength complemented
beautifully by Jess's speed. 
 
Asha Ratcliffe's calm yet
determined approach to the
centre court is wonderfully
balanced by Holly McConnon
and Courtney Walker’s
athleticism, flair and ability to
hit the circle. 
 
And our defensive duo of Abby
Hibberd and Chloe Flanagan
are continuing to find creative
ways to turn the ball over. 
 
We’ve been excited with the
team’s ability to improve every
time they step on the court
and have been impressed with
the player’s encouraging
attitudes towards their training
and team mates.  
 
The team is full of athletes
playing their first year in
Opens, but our enthusiasm
and resolve should see us go
from strength to strength; and
we are looking forward to
developing our own style of
consistent and positive netball
throughout the season. 

Karana Flames Under 19s have
recruited an exciting group of
newcomers to compliment beautifully
the core group of players they’ve
retained from last season.

The calm and collected Jordyn Banks is
joined by first year State League players
Cara Fitzgerald and Drew Dennis in
goals, with Cara’s height and Drew’s
amazing front cuts complementing the
no fuss Jordy in the circle.

Jess Scott returns to the club in the
centre court with her hardworking,
unassuming approach balancing out
beautifully Madi Lamb’s athleticism
and tenacity, Kendylle Byers
doggedness and Kenita Aitkens’
defensive pressure.

Mackenzie Stone’s determined
approach in defence proved a
challenge for many a goalie last season
and with Jess Owen’s continued
improvements rewarded with a call up
to State League the duo’s height will be
hard to shoot over; and with Mackenzie
Banks joining twin sister Jordy at the
club her ability to direct traffic and read
the play makes the trio a formidable
defensive combination.

Rounding out the squad is Renee
Eiszele providing amazing leadership
all over the court whether it be
shooting the lights out, her impeccable
timing or precision passing, her
experience will be invaluable.

We’ve been super impressed with how
well the players have come together as
a group and really built an amazingly
strong culture already. Their
improvements in such a short period
are fantastic and the possibilities for
the season are endless.
Bring on an exciting and rewarding
2022 – Go Flames!



O P E N

Sharni Browning
Asst. Coach

Renee Godfrey
Head Coach

Shayla Clark
Manager

Jess Byers
24/08/02  |   171cm

GA  GS  WA

Holly McConnon
16/07/02   |   168cm

C  WA  WD

Emma Clark
21/07/92  |   185cm

GS

Chloe Flanagan
6/10/96  |   175cm

GD  GK

Courtney Walker
16/12/00  |   168cm

C  WA  WD

Asha Ratcliffe
11/12/02  |   173cm

C  WA  WD

Abby Hibberd
 27/12/94   |  182cm

GD  GK



1 9 & U

Abby Singles
Asst. Coach

Tanya Backhouse
Head Coach

Sharon Byers
Manager

Renee Eiszele
19/01/02   |   168cm

GA  WA  WD

Madi Lamb
9/05/05 |   167 cm

C  WA  WD

Mackenzie Stone
7/04/05   |   179cm

GD  GK

Mackenzie Banks
8/04/05  |  177cm

GD  WD  GK

Kendylle Byers
16/02/05  |   159cm

WA  WD

Jordyn Banks
8/04/05 | 174cm

GA  GS

Jess Owen
17/12/06  |  189cm

GK  GD

Jess Scott
6/07/04|  174cm

C  WA  WD

Cara Fitzgerald
5/01/05   |  179cm

GS  GA

Drew Dennis
26/11/04  |  170cm

GA  GS

Kenita Aitken
10/12/04  |  169cm

C  WD
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P R E V I E W
SEASON

Kingston Blues 19U team is
looking forward to an exciting
year. Our 2022 team is being
led this season by new
coaches Caroline Direen and
Alicia Leis. Both coaches are
looking forward to taking on
the challenge of coaching this
young, talented group and
being on this netball journey
with them.

As a club we are looking
forward to seeing our
returning players, Jo
Thompson, Anita Eberstein,
Abbey Glover, Sophie Cassidy,
Charlotte Doyle, Hannah
Brereton and Keely Brereton
and they will be joined by
Caitlin Adler and Yvette
Ambrose who have been
elevated from our training
partner pool of 2021 and the
team is rounded out with
Maddie Tabor who will be
making her State League
debut.

This group have been working
exceptionally hard through
preseason on their skills and
fitness, and they are building
strong relationships both on
and off the court. With all
players aiming to hit new
heights this year, the team are
ready to the hit the court
running in Round 1.

The Kingston Blues Opens are ready
for an exciting season in 2022. Coming
off the back of a challenging 2021 has
renewed the Opens determination
and the desire to be back hunting for
a finals spot!

A mix of returning and new players
will combine for a year of growth and
success. The Blues goal circle will see
a new combination emerge with
Gemma Polley, Kate Tomkinson and
Lucy Bosker forming a dynamic
shooting trio.

Blues mid court welcomes Tess
Cooper to the Opens team. Working
alongside returning players Lucy
Street, Brielle Gordon and Zanna
Jodlowska these four experienced
players will be looking to use their
strength and creativity to hit the circle
and deliver the ball to our goalies.

In the defensive end we see the return
of Emma Johns and Hannah
Steinhauser who will once again
combine with Zanna to pressure
opposition’s attack into the circle.
With preseason well underway
returning coaches Erin Baker and
Shane Fish are impressed with the
group’s intensity and effort. 

Focussed on developing our speed,
strength and endurance our Blues
squad has welcomed the support
again of Hermione at The Health
Oasis. Shifting now to an emphasis on
converting possession and relentless
pressure on court, the Blues Opens
are preparing for a strong and
successful 2022.



O P E N

Shane Fish
Asst. Coach

Erin Baker
Head Coach

Jess Hirst
Appr Coach

Brielle Gordon
17/09/03  |   170cm

C  WD

Emma Johns
17/04/98  |   188cm

GK  GD

Gemma Polley
2/12/98  |   190cm

GS

Hannah Steinhauser
1/04/00  |   182cm

GK  GD

Kate Tomkinson
1/04/03  |   184cm

GS  GA

Lucy Bosker
15/04/98  |   171cm

GA  C

Lucy Street
8/09/00   |  169cm

WA  WD

Zanna Jodlowska
2/05/96   |  178cm

GD  C

Tess Cooper
27/01/95  |  164cm

WA  C

Gemma Smart
Manager



1 9 & U

Caroline Direen
Co -Head Coach

Alicia Leis
Co - Head Coach

Venita Holland
Manager

Yvette Ambrose
27/03/06   |   180cm

GS  GA

Keely Brereton
1/04/04 |   176 cm

WD  C

Abbey Glover
18/09/05  |  171cm

GD  WD

Anita Eberstein
17/06/04  |   176cm

GA  WA

Caitlin Adler
1/05/04  | 175cm

GK  GD

Charlotte Doyle
24/04/05  |  178cm

GA  GS

Josephine Thompson
4/08/04  |  154cm

WA  C

Hannah Brereton
1/04/04   |  178cm

GK  GD

Maddie Tabor
23/03/05  |  171cm

GA  GS

Sophie Cassidy
27/07/05  |  170cm

WD  C

1 9 & U



U M P I R E S

LEADERSHIP 2022

Rachael Stebbings
Umpire Development

Coordinator
Home Region: North

James Adams
Umpire Coach

Home Region: South

Ray Donoghue
Umpire Coach

Home Region: South

Judy Prokopiec
Umpire Coach

Home Region: South

Marj Kerslake
Umpire Coach

Home Region: North West

Zoe Wickham
Umpire Coach

Home Region: North West




